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How to get here
 

Arriving
For a comfortable and environmentally friendly journey, we recommend the use of public transport. 
Our hotel is well connected to the public transport network. 

If you prefer to take a taxi, we recommend our partner company Hobbi Taxi, tel. +41 (0)76 467 00 04 or 
info@hobbi-taxi.ch.

On foot from the station
It’s about a 7-minute walk from the nearest train station « St. Gallen ». Cross station square and walk along 
Kornhausstrasse. Take the first street on the left side which is called Vadianstrasse. Follow the reduced traffic 
street that takes you to the old town. Continue straight ahead, until you‘re standing in front of the Multergasse 
(entrance to the pedestrian zone of the old town). There, turn right into the 
Webergasse alley. After a little more than 100 metres you‘ll arrive at Hotel Dom which is on your right.

Parking
For our guests travelling by car, there are public parking spaces in the immediate vicinity of our hotel. Please 
note that these car parks are subject to charges.
In cooperation with the „Oberer Graben“ car park, we can also offer a day ticket for CHF 19.00. You can 
exchange the ticket you received when you drove into the car park for a day pass at the reception desk when 
you check in.
Alternatively, you can park your car in the extended blue zone. Day passes are available at reception for 
CHF 9.00 per day.  Availability not guaranteed.

St. Gallen can be easily reached via the A1 from Zurich, Bregenz, Konstanz and Chur. After the 
St. Gallen-Kreuzbleiche motorway exit, drive towards the centre onto St. Leonhard-Strasse. Cross the rail 
bridge, follow the street for another 100 metres and turn left onto Davidstrasse which turns into Gartenstrasse 
after the crossing. At the end of that street you have to turn left onto Oberer Graben. 
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